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POWER COMMANDER V
•Fuel control for each individual cylinder in a smaller enclosure
•”Warm up” fuel adjustment (unit reads engine temp and allows fuel/timing
adjustments based on the reading)
•Reduced size from the PCIII USB
•Easy to install
•USB powered from computer; 9 volt adapter is no longer needed
•Two-position map switching function built-in
•Can add any Single Pole Single Throw (SPST) switch and toggle between two
different fuel maps
•Gear/speed input allows for map adjustment based on gear
•Analog input allows user to install any 0-5 volt sensor
•Build an adjustment table based on analog input such as boost or temperature
•Power Commander V is capable of allowing each cylinder to be mapped
individually and for each gear with the gear position input connected
•More tuning ranges than PCIII USB
•Enhanced “accel pump” utility
•Made in the U.S.A.
FITS MODEL
DUCATI
848 Streetfighter 12
HUSQVARNA
Nuda 900 12
HONDA
CBR1000RR 12
KAWASAKI
ZX-14R 12

PART #

SUG. RETAIL

1020-1700

$379.95

1020-1671

379.95

1020-1739

379.95

1020-1746

379.95

1020-1700

FITS MODEL
KTM
690 Duke 08-10
TRIUMPH
Bonneville/T100/Thruxton 12
1200 Explorer 12
YAMAHA
XP500 TMAX 12
YZF1000R1 12
1

PART #

SUG. RETAIL

1020-1626

$379.95

1020-17031
1020-1701

399.95
379.95

1020-17911
1020-1702

449.95
379.95

Controls fuel and ignition.

POWER COMMANDER V EX
•Offers virtually the same tuning functionality and installation ease as the
Power Commander V line
•Meets and complies with all California Air Resources Board regulations
•Works with Dynojet patented Tuning Link Software
•Develops custom maps the same way as the PC-V version
•Load “race only” Power Commander models into the PC-V EX
•Automatically converts to
the proper format
SUG. RETAIL .............

1020-1503

$379.95

FITS MODEL
HONDA
CBR600RR 09-12
CBR1000RR 08-11
KAWASAKI
ZX-6R 09-12
EX650R 09-11
ZX-10R 09-10
ZX-14R 09-11
ZG1400GTR 09-11
SUZUKI
GSXR600/750 09-12
GSXR1000 09-11

PART #
1020-1503
1020-1504
1020-1505
1020-1506
1020-1507
1020-1508
1020-1509
1020-1510
1020-1511

FITS MODEL
SUZUKI (CONT)
GSX1300 Hayabusa 09-12
B-King 09-12
M109R/C109R 09-12
YAMAHA
YZF600R6 09-12
FZ6R 09-11
FZ1 09-12
YZFR1 09-11
Stratoliner/Roadliner 09-11

PART #
1020-1512
1020-1513
1020-1514
1020-1515
1020-1516
1020-1517
1020-1518
1020-1519

1811-2506

R-77 E.P.A. NOISE-COMPLIANT SLIP-ON MUFFLERS
FOR SUZUKI GSX-R1000 12
•Mufflers meet E.P.A. noise emissions requirements of 80 dB
•Installation of these mufflers will not violate Federal law
•Trapezoidal-shaped muffler sleeve maximizes exhaust gas flow volume
•Design maximizes torque and useable power for optimal gains through the entire powerband
•Innovative end cap design
TAILPIPE/MUFFLER/END CAP TYPE
Stainless/stainless/carbon

PART #
1811-2505

SUG. RETAIL
$508.95

TAILPIPE/MUFFLER/END CAP TYPE
Stainless/carbon/carbon

PART #
1811-2506

SUG. RETAIL
$628.95

0641-0136

0641-0138

1303-0199

0641-0139
0641-0137
1303-0198

AXLE
ADJUSTER BLOCKS

MIRROR HOLE CAP KITS
•Hide those mirror holes on track days with these feather-weight beauties
•Caps are CNC machined from aircraft-grade aluminum
•Back sides are hollowed out and replaced with carbon fiber inserts to further reduce weight and give an attractive
appearance from the front
•Available with an anodized black finish or polished aluminum with a clearcoat finish
•Include left and right mirror hole caps, installation hardware and detailed instructions
NOTE: Not DOT approved. Check with local laws and
regulations prior to installation. Not intended
for use on public highways.
FITS MODEL
KAWASAKI
Ninja ZX-10R 11-12
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SUG. RETAIL ................................... $84.95

COLOR

PART #

Black
Clear

0641-0138
0641-0139

FITS MODEL
YAMAHA
YZF R1 09-12

COLOR

PART #

Black
Clear

0641-0136
0641-0137

•Look great, lighter and stronger
than stock
•CNC-machined from 6061 T-6
aluminum alloy
•Laser-etched Yoshimura logos

SUG. RETAIL ................ $74.95
FITS MODEL
SUZUKI
GSX-R 600 11
GSX-R 750 11

COLOR

PART #

Black
Bronze
Black
Bronze

1303-0198
1303-0199
1303-0198
1303-0199

2350-0167

2350-0170

BATWING FAIRING SPOILER WINDSHIELD
•Designed to be looked over, the spoiler windshield diffuses the air stream effectively slowing the flow, without buffeting
•Fits all Memphis Shades Batwing Fairings
•Made of aircraft-grade Lucite® for excellent optics and durability
•Available in smoke (a medium tint with 30% visible light transmission), ghost (a light black tint with 85% visible light transmission) and solar (a light bronze tint with
72% visible light transmission) for a custom style and adapting to any riding conditions
•Made in the U.S.A.
SUG. RETAIL ...................................

$89.95

DESCRIPTION
5”
6.5”

SMOKE
2350-0167
2350-0135

GHOST
2350-0168
2350-0165

SOLAR
2350-0169
2350-0166

DESCRIPTION
9”

SMOKE
2350-0170

GHOST
2350-0171

SOLAR
2350-0172

TOP SHELF® ORGANIZER
FOR VICTORY CROSS COUNTRY HARD SADDLEBAG
•Utilizes the stock rear bail head pin and included oversize washer to lock unit in place
•Custom molded tray only fits the right rear saddlebag
•Tray design custom molded to Saddlebag wall shape
•Die-cut rubber grip mat included; no tools required for installation
•Optional 12V outlet charger kit available
•Made in the U.S.A.
DESCRIPTION
FOR VICTORY CROSS COUNTRY 10-12
Hard saddlebag organizer

PART #
3501-0766

SUG. RETAIL
$44.95

12V OUTLET
CHARGER WITH
HARNESS

•Light rotates 360° and tilts 45°
•LED lights last 100,000 hours; magnetic base and
hook-and-loop closure pad included for mounting
•Water and shock resistant; batteries included
•Available in black

•12V accessory outlet for
powersports with fused
harness assembly
•Perfect for your
motorcycle on the go
•Uses include: cell phones, GPS, heated clothing, MP3/iPod® or any 12V
device including battery chargers or jumper connection
•Works in conjunction with Hardbagger Top Shelf saddlebag trays
•Made in the U.S.A.

DESCRIPTION
Roto 360° universal LED light

DESCRIPTION
12V outlet charger w/ harness

ROTO 360°
UNIVERSAL LED LIGHT

PART #
2040-1087

SUG. RETAIL
$10.95

PART #
2130-0106

SUG. RETAIL
$43.95
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150A ALTERNATOR
FOR HONDA GL1800 00-12
•Maximum output of 150A is enough to power all available electrical accessories in the marketplace
•High-output replacement for 78A (00-08 models) and 110A (09-12 models) OEM alternators
•Assembled in the U.S.A. using only new premium components from leading electrical industry suppliers

SUG. RETAIL ................................................ $499.95

PART #

2112-0834

SPORT UTILITY CLUTCH KITS
•The best all-around use kit; if you do a bit of everything with an ATV/UTV this is the kit for you
•Great for trail riding, occasional mud and sand riding, plowing and hauling
•Makes up for power loss and slow response of adding oversized tires
•Designed to improve low- and mid-range acceleration
•Helps decrease belt slippage, which will decrease clutch heat
•Each kit will enhance back shifting and throttle response
•Field tested to assure satisfaction
•Designed for stock motor and exhaust
•Kit components vary by model and style of kit
•All kits are Sport Utility unless otherwise noted in chart

SAND DUNE KIT

KIT FOR OVERSIZED/PADDLE TIRES

•Designed and tested specifically for sand
dune applications
•Helps hold peak power RPM when dune riding
and climbing hills
•Better low end power and torque
•Quicker backshift which results in crisp
throttle response
FITS MODEL
BOMBARDIER/CAN-AM
Outlander 1000 4x4 12
(Sand Dune)
(Mudder)
Renegade 1000 4x4 12
(Sand Dune)
(Mudder)
POLARIS
RZR 570 4x4 12
Sportsman 850 XP HO 4x4 12
(Mudder)
1

•Designed to work with aggressive (taller, wider,
heavier) 27-28” tires or 27-28” paddle tires
•Pulls easier in tough conditions or in the mud
•May affect top end speed

STOCK TIRE PART #

SUG. RETAIL

MUDDER KITS
•Designed for machines with 28”-29.5” tires
•Allows for easier turning of larger tires in mud
•Better low end power and torque
•Not recommended for trail riding
•May affect top end speed

OVERSIZE TIRE PART #

SUG. RETAIL

1140-0478
1140-0482
-

$279.95
279.95
-

1140-0479
1140-0481
1140-0480
1140-0483
1140-0485
1140-0484

$279.95
279.95
279.95
279.95
279.95
279.95

1140-0486
1140-04881
-

199.95
199.95
-

1140-0487
1140-0489

199.95
199.95

Fits all tire sizes.

VALVE GUIDE BALL HONES
•Durable enough to size C630 bronze and cast iron valve guide materials
•Available from 4mm up to 7mm widths
•Sold each
PART #
3801-0217
3801-0218

SIZE
4mm
4.5mm

SUG. RETAIL
$36.95
35.95

PART #
3801-0219
3801-0220

SIZE
5mm
5.5mm

SUG. RETAIL
$34.95
34.95

PART #
3801-0221

SIZE
7mm

SUG. RETAIL
$23.95

0630-1140

LOCK-ON GRIPS
•Redesigned Lock-On system to make it easier to install and provide more comfort
•By eliminating the outside clamp, the Lock-On system is ideal for riders who prefer to ride on the outside edge of their grips
•Also ideal for riders who prefer to run rubber ends as opposed to end plugs
•The heavy-duty clamp on the inside of the clutch is strong enough to hold your grip in place without any twisting or slipping
•On the throttle side, choose the applicable 2- or 4-stroke throttle cam, snap into place and replace as you would your throttle
tube and you are ready to ride
•Revolutionary system survives the most severe weather
•Installation and removal is easy and will not destroy your grips
•Core plastic has a punch-out skeleton system to allow for the installation of handguards
•Necessary cams are included with each set of grips
•Grip length is 117mm
SUG. RETAIL
•Made in the U.S.A.
FITS MODEL
HONDA
CR125R/250R 93-07
CRF250R 04-12
CRF450R 02-12
CR500R 93-01
KAWASAKI
KX125/250 93-08
KX250/450F 04-12
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PART #
0630-11401
0630-11412
0630-11412
0630-11401
0630-11401
0630-11412

FITS MODEL
KTM
125/144/150 SX 96-12
200 SX/EXC 96-12
250 SX/EXC 96-12
300 SX/MXC 96-12
380 SX 96-12
400/450/520/525 SX/MXC/
EXC/XC 00-10
450/525/625 SMC/SXC 03-10

PART #
0630-11401
0630-11401
0630-11401
0630-11401
0630-11401
0630-11412
0630-11412

FITS MODEL
SUZUKI
RM125/250 93-08
RM-Z250/450 04-12
YAMAHA
YZ125 96-09
YZ250 96-12
WR250F 01-12
YZ250F 01-12
YZ400F/426F/450F 98-12

PART #
0630-11401
0630-11412

1
2

0630-11401
0630-11401
0630-11412
0630-11412
0630-11412

................................... $24.95

FITS MODEL
YAMAHA (CONT)
WR400F/426/450F 98-12
Includes two throttle cams
Includes three throttle cams.

PART #
0630-11412

A

C

B

E

D

H

G
F

I

J

ENEMY GOGGLES
•Sculpted styling with exceptional fit and peripheral vision
•Drilled frame helps circulate air to prevent fogging
•Optically correct Lexan® lens
•Innovative aperture-vent system for optimal airflow
•Molded strap adjustment system
•Woven strap with silicone backing for a secure fit
•Single-layered molded face foam for a secure seal
•Plush goggle bag included
•Spare lenses and tear-off packs sold separately
•CE approved
SUG.

K

ENEMY SOLID GOGGLES

ENEMY PRINT GOGGLES

RETAIL ................................... $24.95

ENEMY SOLID GOGGLES
COLOR
(A) White
(B) Black
(C) Red
(D) Blue

PART #
2601-0708
2601-0709
2601-0710
2601-0711

SUG. RETAIL ................................... $29.95

ENEMY PRINT GOGGLES

COLOR
(E) Pink
(F) Yellow
(G) Green
(H) Orange

PART #
2601-0712
2601-0714
2601-1284
2601-1285

COLOR
(I) Live Wire
(J) Diamond
(K) Mask, orange

PART #
2601-1054
2601-1286
2601-1287

0130-0015

0130-0016

TANK BAG E-PAK

DRAGON SHIELDS
•All shields are scratch-resistant
and UV-B protected
DESCRIPTION
DRAGON
Visor scratch-resistant
Visor scratch-resistant

SUG. RETAIL ................ $38.95
COLOR

PART #

Clear
Smoke

0130-0015
0130-0016

•Bring your smartphone, GPS or other electronics on
your motorcycle
•Strong magnets keep the weather-resistant pouch secured to your metal fuel
tank (magnets are shielded to prevent interference with all electronic devices)
•Large plastic window transfers electrostatic energy so you can operate the
touch screen of your device
•Rubberized material protects bike’s finish
•Long perimeter zippers for easy access to device
•5” W x 31/2” L x 3/4” tall compartment includes a removable plush pad and foam
mat that can be trimmed for a custom fit of your device

SUG. RETAIL ................ $29.95

PART #

3502-0208
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3610-0053

3610-0052

AIR FILTER OIL

AIR FILTER CLEAN
•Specifically developed to clean all types of foam air filters
•Eliminates dust, mud, sand and oil particles efficiently for improved carburation
•Does not warp and does not harden filter
•5-liter bottles, 4 per case; sold each
PART #
3704-0168

SUG. RETAIL
$42.95

SUG. RETAIL
$9.95

SUG. RETAIL
$8.95
18.95

PART #
3605-0040

CHAIN LUBE ROAD
•Reduces friction and wear
•Decreases power loss and protects
from corrosion
•400ml can, 12 per case; sold each
SUG. RETAIL
$9.95

SUG. RETAIL
$4.95

PART #
3605-0042

SUG. RETAIL
$9.95

•Removes all encrusted
deposits, including sand,
dirt, oil and grease
•Formulated without
chlorine
•400ml can, 12 per case;
sold each

•Lubricating paste for road bikes
•Brush applicator tip
•Reduces friction and wear
•Decreases power losses and protects
against corrosion
•150ml tube, 12 per case; sold each

•Cleans, restores and shines
chrome and aluminum parts
•3.3 fl. oz. tube, 12 per case;
sold each

PART #
3605-0039

CHAIN CLEAN

CHAIN PASTE

CHROME AND
ALUMINUM POLISH
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PART #
3610-0052
3610-0053

•Specifically formulated for
offroad bikes
•Disperses deposits of sand,
mud and dirt
•Protects chain in muddy and
wet conditions
•400ml cans, 12 per case;
sold each

•Formulated to lubricate racing
motorcycle chains
•Based on solid additives
•Reduces friction and wear
•Decreases power losses and
protects from corrosion
•400ml can, 12 per case; sold each

PART #
3713-0062

DESCRIPTION
400ml spray can
1-liter bottle

CHAIN LUBE
OFF-ROAD

CHAIN LUBE
FACTORY LINE

PART #
3605-0041

•Improves air filter efficiency for better carburetion
•Effectively retains dust, mud and sand for greater engine durability
•Prevents water from entering the filter
•Available in 400ml spray can or 1-liter bottle; 12 per case, sold each

SUG. RETAIL
$8.95

PART #
3704-0169

SUG. RETAIL
$8.95

WASH & WAX

•Cleans and revives leather jackets, boots and more
•Help protect against dirt, mud and rain
•250ml bottle, 12 per case; sold each

•Powerful cleaner and restorer for vinyl saddles
•Non-slip formula
•Offers UV protection
•250ml bottle, 12 per case; sold each

•Dry cleaner cleans, protects
and makes your bike shine
down to the chrome
without the use of water
•Leaves behind a long-lasting
protective wax finish
•400ml can, 12 per case;
sold each

PART #
3704-0176

PART #
3704-0172

PART #
3704-0170

PERFECT SEAT

PERFECT LEATHER

SUG. RETAIL
$7.95

SHINE & GO

SCRATCH
REMOVER

•Shines and revives the
colors of motorcycle
plastic surfaces like
fairings, paint, fenders
and mirrors
•Leaves a long-lasting nonsticky protective film
•13 oz. can, 12 per case;
sold each
PART #
3713-0061

SUG. RETAIL
$9.95

MOTOWASH

PART #
3704-0174

SUG. RETAIL
$9.95

INSECT REMOVER
•Removes splattered insects
and organic residues,
including bird droppings
•Works on windscreens,
fairings, paint, metal, mirrors
and motorcycle plastics
•400ml bottle, 12 per case;
sold each

•Removes superficial
scratches on any painted
or varnished surface
•Restores gloss paints
and varnishes
•100ml tube; 12 per case;
sold each
SUG. RETAIL
$4.95

PART #
3704-0173

SUG. RETAIL
$5.95

HELMET
CLEAN

•Powerful biodegradable
degreaser
•Leave a corrosion-resistant
film to protect paint,
metallic surfaces and
varnished parts
•1-liter bottle, 12 per case;
sold each
PART #
3704-0171

SUG. RETAIL
$7.95

•Cleans outside of
helmet, leaving an
anti-insect film
•Works on any helmet
•250ml bottle, 12 per
case; sold each
SUG. RETAIL
$12.95

PART #
3704-0175

HANDS CLEAN
•Cleans hands without water
•Dissolves grease, oil and other stubborn gunk
•Doesn’t dry out skin
•100ml tube, 12 per case; sold each
SUG. RETAIL
$6.95

PART #
3704-0177

SUG. RETAIL
$5.95
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4402-0233
4402-0234

4402-0238

4402-0239

4402-0241
4402-0240

4404-0004
4404-0005

4405-0271

SENA SMH-5 BLUETOOTH® STEREO HEADSET/INTERCOM
•Bluetooth® specification v3.0
•Bluetooth Intercom up to 400 meters (430 yards) in open terrian
•Multi-pair Bluetooth intercom
•Voice Prompts
•Bluetooth stereo headset by A2DP
•Bluetooth music playback control by AVRCP: play, pause, track forward and track back
•Easy operation by versatile Jog Dial
•Sufficient sound level with integrated audio booster
•Bluetooth handsfree for Bluetooth mobile phones
•Bluetooth headset or stereo headset for Bluetooth GPS navigations
•Water resistant for use in inclement weather
•Crystal clear and natural sound quality
•Up to 8 hours talk time, 7 days stand-by time
•Can be used while charging on road trips
•Individual volume control for each audio source
•Firmware upgradeable

SMH-5 DUAL-PACK KIT INCLUDES:

SMH-5 SINGLE UNIT KIT INCLUDES:
•1•1•1•1•1•1•1•1•1•2•2•2•2-

DESCRIPTION
INTERCOMS
Bluetooth headset/intercom (single unit)
Bluetooth headset/intercom (pack with two)
ACCESSORIES AND REPLACEMENT PARTS
Mounting kit
Supplies kit
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•1•2•2•2•2•2•2•2•2•4•4•4•4-

Headset main unit
Clamp unit
Attachable Boom microphone
USB power cable
Glued surface mounting plate
Velcro pad for Boom microphone
Attachable Boom microphone holder
Allen wrench
Owner’s manual
Microphone sponges
Velcro pads for speakers
Speaker pads
Helmet speakers

JULY ISSUE

PART #

SUG. RETAIL

4402-0233
4402-0234

$128.95
248.95

4402-0238
4402-0239

5.95
6.95

Owner’s manual
Headset main units
Clamp units
Attachable Boom microphones
USB power cables
Glued surface mounting plates
Velcro pads for Boom microphones
Attachable Boom microphone holders
Allen wrenches
Microphone sponges
Velcro pads for speakers
Speaker pads
Helmet speakers

DESCRIPTION
ACCESSORIES AND REPLACEMENT PARTS (CONT)
Boom mic helmet clamp kit
Wired mic helmet clamp kit
Repl. Boom mic
Repl. wired mic
Large speaker upgrade

9901-1224

PART #
4402-0240
4402-0241
4404-0004
4404-0005
4405-0271

SUG. RETAIL
$39.95
39.95
15.95
7.95
24.95

